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FOURIER INEQUALITIES WITH NONRADIAL WEIGHTS

C. CARTON-LEBRUN

Abstract. Let & f(l) = JRn(e~2my'x- \)f(x)dx, n > 1 , and u, v be non-

negative functions. Sufficient conditions are found in order that \\^f\\q,u <

C\\f\\p,v for all f £ L%(W). Pointwise and norm approximations of &f are

derived. Similar results are obtained when u is replaced by a measure weight.

In the case v(x) = l*!"^-1' , a counterexample is given which shows that no

Fourier inequality can hold for all / in L^°0 . Spherical restriction theorems

are established. Further conditions for the boundedness of &~ are discussed.

Introduction

Let n > 1 and 9"f(y) = !r(e~2iny'x - \)f(x)dx.
The purpose of this paper is to establish weighted norm inequalities for 9~ f

with computable constants, for large classes of indices and weights.

This problem is closely related to a recent work of J. J. Benedetto and

H. P. Heinig on Fourier inequalities with measure weights [2, 3]. In these

papers, norm inequalities for the Fourier transform were established with few

constraints on the weights (e.g. no monotonicity type assumptions) and without

rearrangement methods.

As concerns & f, pointwise and norm estimates depending on Ap weights

were obtained by C. Sadosky and R. L. Wheeden [8]. For a discussion of

previous results on weighted Fourier inequalities, we refer to [2, Introduction].

In [2, 3], norm inequalities with radial weights were proved for the classical

Fourier transform on subspaces of functions with vanishing first moment. Den-

sity theorems were established to extend these inequalities to the whole space.
Spherical restriction theorems were derived as applications of these results. In
this paper, our approach is somewhat different. We establish weighted estimates

for y f, for classes of functions for which no moment condition is required.

Unless otherwise stated, the weights are not supposed to be radial. We prove

«-dimensional generalizations of results of [8] concerning pointwise estimates

of & f(y) and negative results for the validity of Fourier inequalities in a spe-

cific power weight case. For proving spherical restriction theorems, we use a

specific method exploiting the particular properties of the involved measure.

This yields a larger range for the indices and a sharper constant. Our study

includes a comparison with certain circle restriction properties and a discussion

of further types of conditions for the validity of weighted estimates for !Ff.

The results presented in this paper in particular include results of [2 and 3].
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The general scheme of this paper is the following: § 1 is devoted to norm

inequalities for !?f. For (possibly nonradial weight functions u, v, u £

L,1oc(R"\{0}), we first establish inequalities of the form ||^/||9)li < C||/||p>„

on the whole of Lp(Rn). To do this, we find sufficient conditions on «,w in or-

der that the above inequalities hold on the space L£°(R") of bounded functions

with compact support (Theorem 1.1a). We next observe that, under weaker con-

ditions, Srf(y) exists, as a Lebesgue integral, at every j>ei" (Lemma 1.1.1).

A pointwise estimate also ensures that all the arguments used for proving the

norm inequalities in the L£° case are still valid for all functions in Lpv (The-

orem 1.1a', Theorem 1.1b). Using the same method, we obtain analogous

conditions for the validity of

Wf\\q>vi<c\\f\\p,v

on Lp in the case of a radial measure weight p (Theorems 1.2a, 1.2b).

In §2, we derive pointwise and norm approximations for &~f, for each / e

Lp , in terms of classical Fourier transforms of Lf functions (Corollary 2.1).

Letting L£°0 c L£° denote the subspace of functions with integral zero, we

show that the previous approximations can be realized by Fourier transforms of

functions in L^°0 provided one additional condition is imposed on v (Lemma

2.2, Proposition 2.3, Theorem 2.4).
In §3, we prove that for v(x) - \x^n(p~x^, no Fourier inequality (in particular

no spherical restriction property) can hold for all / € L£°0 (Theorems 3.1, 3.1';

Corollary 3.2).
In §4, we establish spherical restriction theorems for &~f by using the par-

ticular properties of the involved measure and a pointwise estimate of & f

(§4.1). In the power weight case, these results are compared for n = 2 with a

circle restriction property of [5] (§4.2). In §5, further types of conditions for
the boundedness of f? are discussed.

0. Notation

For x £ Rn , y £ R" , we use x • y = £"=1 xm , |x| = (£"=1 xf)x'2 . Also,

Ba = {x £ R" : \x\ <a}, Bca = Rn\Ba, a > 0. The sphere of R" centered at

the origin of radius p > 0 is denoted S„-X(p). When p = 1, the abbreviations

Sn-i or S are used and \S„-X\ = ¡s     da = 2tW2/Y(n/2).

L%° denotes the space of L°° functions with compact support; L£°0 = {f £

L™: ¡fdx = 0}. We write / £ LX0C(Q.), fiel" if / G LX(K) for every
compact set K c fl.

The space of positive measures on R" is denoted by M+(R"). For p £

M+(R"), we write (p,f) = ¡f(t)dp(t) or simply ¡fdp. For 0 < q <
oo, p £ M+(Rn), Lj¡ is the set of Borel measurable functions defined p-

a.e. on R" for which \\f\\g,ß = (j \f\" dp)1'« < oo. Similarly, if v > 0
is a Borel measurable function, not necessarily an element of L^R"), then

U = {f:\\f\\P,v = (J\f\pvdt)x'P<^}.
For further remarks on measures, we refer to [2]. Note especially that if

p £ M+(W) is radial and p({0}) = 0, then there exists a unique measure

v £ M+(0, oo) such that (p, <p) = |5| /(0 ,s"~xtp(s)du(s) for all radial con-

tinuous functions x —► <p(\x\) with compact support (cf. [2, Proposition 3.4]).
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When needed, this unique measure v is referred to as the measure correspond-

ing to p. Letting ct„_i denote the (n - 1 )-dimensional area measure on R"

and pp the restriction of cr„_i to Sn-X(p), we note here that the measure v

corresponding to pp is Sp (cf. [2, Definition 5.1a]).

For 0 < p < oo , the conjugate index of p is p' = p/(p - 1).

The Fourier transform / of / £ LX(R") is defined by

f(y) = f e~2iKrxf(x)dx,        y£Rn.
JfL"

For suitable functions /, we also consider

(0.1) &"/(?)= Í (e-linrx-\)f(x)dx
Jw

at each y £ R" where the integral exists.

1. Fourier Inequalities

In this section, we prove weighted inequalities for & f where & f is defined

by (0.1 ). We first consider the case of weight functions (§1.1). We next mention

a generalization of a measure weight case considered in [2] (§1.2). In both

cases, the estimates are proved to hold on the whole of the Lp space under

consideration.

1.1. Fourier inequalities with weight functions. In what follows, the weight

functions u,v are not supposed to be radial and u is not required to define a

measure on the whole of R" .

In a first stage, we establish inequalities of the form \^f\\q,u < C||/||PiU

with 1 < p < q < oo for all / £ V/f (Theorem 1.1a). We next show that,

under weaker hypotheses, 3rf(y) exists at each y £ Rn and satisfies some

pointwise estimates (Lemma 1.1.1, Remark 1.1.2). These imply the validity of

the above norm inequalities for all f £ Lpv (Theorem 1.1a'). An analogous

result is mentioned in the case 0<67</?<oo,Jp>l (Theorem 1.1b).

In the proof of Theorem 1.1a hereafter, we utilize Hardy inequalities with

mixed weight functions (see [1, 4]).

Theorem 1.1a. Let 1 < p < q < oo. Suppose v £ Li'0C(R" ), v > 0 a.e. and

vx-p' £ L'(R"\{0}). Assume u is nonnegative, u £ L,1oc(R"\{0}). If

(i.i;

and

;i.2)

y/.

/n") /       \x\«u(x/n)dx)
J\x\<y )

\x\p'v(x)x-p' dx)      <oo
|x|<l/y /

A2 = sup ( (I/it") /       u(x/n)dx
v>0 V J\x\>v

i/«

y>0 y J\x\>y

'( ,   Y/p'
/ v(x)x p dx]       < oo.

J\x\>i/y J
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then there exists C > 0 such that for all f £ L™

(1-3) IWII.,«<C||/||,,„

where C can be chosen as C = 2(AX + A2)(q)xli(q')xlp'.

Proof. Suppose f e Lf . Then,

^f(ï)= j(e~2inrx-\)f(x)dx

= -2i íf(t)e~inr'sinnytdt.

For y^O,

\^f(y)\<2J\f(t)\\siTi7tyt\dt

<2n\y\[ \t\\f(t)\dt + 2 [ \f(t)\dt
J\t\<l/x\y\ J\t\>l/nM

= 2n\y\-F(\y\) + 2G(\y\).

Hence,

(Kj\3rf(7)\qu(y)d^   " < 2n (^j\y\llF(\y\ru(y)dy^

+ 2^JG(\y\)"u(y)dy^

= 2(7! + 72).

Explicitly, Ix can be written as follows:

aoo \ 1/?
F(p)«U(p)dp)      ,

where

U(p) = p"-x+9 [ u(py') da,    Vp £ R\{0},
Js

r\/np p yoo

F(P)= r"     \f(r6)\dodr =        h(s)ds
Jo Js Jp

with

h(s) = Ä-(«+D,-(«+2) /" |/(ö/tt5)| da,    V's e R\{0},
Js

Therefore, 7! is of the form

aoo   /   />oo \ Q \  l/<?
(J    h(s)dsj   U(p)dp)     .

By Theorem B of [1], there exists a constant Cx such that

h(t)pV(t)dt
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if V(t) > 0 a.e. satisfies

/  fy/n \ Xl«  (   ,00 \ '/"'

^i=7tsup    /      U(p)dp) /    V(t)x~P dt\       <oo.
y>0 \Jo )        \Jy/n )

Moreover, Ax < nCx < Ax(q)xli(q')xlP'.

The next step, in order to estimate Ix , is to find V so that

(1.4) Hh(t)pV(t)dt< Í  \f(x)\pv(x)dx.
Jo Ju"

To that purpose, note that

/•CO l-OO /    /• \P

/    h(t)pV(t)dt = nP-x       s-p{n+2)i     \f(d/s)\da)   V(s/n)ds.

Applying Holder's inequality to the inside integral over 51, we see that the

right side of the above equality is dominated by

tt"-1 Hs-p{n+2) (Í \f(d/s)\pv(e/s)da

x((v(6/s)-P'lpdo\      V(s/n)ds.
\pIp'

I v(6/s)-p'/pdc

Since, on the other hand,

/ \f(x)\»v(x)dx= i°°s-(n+X) { Í \f(6ls)\pv(e/s)da] ds,
J&" Jo \Js /

we see that (1.4) will be satisfied if

V(s/n) = ni-PsP(n+V-(n+i) Í j V(e/s)-p'/p do)

With this choice of V, we thus obtain Ix < nCi\\f\\PtV . Moreover, as simple
calculations show,

rv(t)x~p'dt= [ y tp'+n-x ( [ v(6t)x-p'do) dt
Jy/n Jo \Js /

and
ry/n

=  /        \x\p'v(x)x'p'dx
J\x\<l/y

[     U(p) dp = 7t-{(l+n) [     \x\"u(x/7t) dx.
Jo J\x\<y

Therefore, the constant Ax  introduced above is equal to the constant defined

in (1.1).

In order to estimate I2, we use a similar method. In this case,

I2=^G(p)"p-"U(p)dpSj

where G(p) = J0P nsh(s)ds with U(p), h(s) defined as before. Theorem A of
[1] then yields

h < c2 '(Í   (ns)ph(s)PyV(s)ds\
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if W > 0 a.e. is such that

/,0o \ »/«  /   ,y/n (      \ >/"'

^2 = sup     /     p-iU(p)dp) /       ^O'-'í/í <oo.

Moreover, A2 < C2 < A2(q)x/«(q')x/p'.

If we choose W(s) = (ns)~pV(s) where V is the auxiliary weight intro-

duced for estimating Ix , inequality (1.4) immediately implies I2 < C2\\f\\p<v .

Moreover, it is readily seen that A2 is equal to the constant defined in (1.2).

From the estimates of IX,I2, it now follows that (1.3) is satisfied for all

/ e Lf with C = nCx + C2. This ends the proof.

In order to establish Fourier inequalities for all / £ Lp , we now prove the
following «-dimensional generalization of a fact already pointed out in [8] in a

one-dimensional case.

Lemma 1.1.1. Suppose 1 < p < oo, v £ L^R"), v > 0 a.e. If \t\p'vx~p' £

L\0C(Rn) and vx~p' £ Lx(Bca) for some a>0, then, for all f £ Lp(R"), 9rf(y)
exists, as a Lebesgue integral, at each y £ Rn . Moreover

(1.5) \Pf(y)\<K(\y\,v)-]IJ]lp,v

for all y £ R" , where

K(p,v) = 2infKa(p,v),
a>0

(1.6) r        , , y/p'

Ka(p,v) = i(np)p' \t\pl vx~p'dt + vx-p'dt\
{ J\t\<a J\t\>a J

for each p > 0, a > 0.

Proof. Let f £LPV and y ^ 0. For every a > 0,

,,,„ . „./«MI'11/(01    a.e.for|i|<a,
\f(t)smny •£<<„,,
1  W 11/(01 a.e.for|?|>a

From the following Holder inequalities

n\y\f     \t\\f(t)\dt<n\y\([     \f\pvdt\      ([     \1\p'vx~p'dt\       ,
J\t\<a \^UI<ö / \^|í|<a /

/     \f(t)\dt<(¡     \f\pvdt\      ([     vx-p,dt)       ,
J\t\>a \J\t\>a j \J\'\>a j

it then follows that

1^/(7)1 <2J\f\\simtyt\dt < K(\y\,v) • \\f\\p,v

where K(p, v) is defined by (1.6) for p > 0.

Note also that the above majorizations and Lebesgue's theorem imply that

Pf is a continuous function on R" .
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Remark 1.1.2. The following calculation shows that for each p > 0, the infi-

rman of Ka(p, v) over a > 0 is attained for a = a0 = 1/(tt/0 . Indeed for

a > ao, and each fixed p > 0,

Ka(p,v)P' =Kao(p,v)P' + [ ((np\t\)P' -l)vx-P'dt
Jao<\t\<a

>Kao(p,v)P'.

A similar conclusion holds for a < ao, which yields info<a<coKa(p, v) —

Kl/(np)(P,v).
In view of Lemma 1.1.1, all the majorizations and arguments developed in

the proof of Theorem 1.1a also apply to all functions of Lpv . We can thus state:

Theorem 1.1a'. Suppose p, q,u,v as in Theorem 1.1a. Assume Ax < oo,

A2 < oo. Then,

(1-3') Wf\\q,u<C\\f\\p,v

holds for all f £ Lp, where 9~f(y) exists, as a Lebesgue integral, for each
y £ Rn . The constant C is the same as in Theorem 1.1a.

As this was pointed out to us by H. P. Heining, the method we used for

proving (1.3') for 1 < p < q < oo also applies to the case 0 < q < p <

oo, p > 1 . In this case however, the conditions for the validity of Hardy

type inequalities are different (see [3, 6, 9]). The corresponding result is the

following.

Theorem 1.1b. Suppose 0 < q < p < oo, p > I, \/r = \/q - \/p. Assume

v £ Lx0C(Rn), v > 0 a.e., vx'p' £ Lx(Rn\{0}), and u is nonnegative, u £

LxJR"\{0}).If

Bx ---I (/       "<•>R"   \J\x\<l/(7t\y\)

7
y/9'

\x\p'vx-p'dx)      \y\p'v(y)x-p' dy< oo

and

x\<\y\

rid

B2= [   ( [ u(x) dx )
J*»   \J\x\>\/(K\y\) J

■[[       v(x)x-pl dx)      v(y)x~pl dy < oo,

\J\x\>\y\ )

then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that \\^f\\q u < C||/||p „ for all

f£Lp.
1.2. Fourier inequalities with measure weights. We now mention the analogue

of Theorem 1.1a' when u is replaced by a radial measure weight p on R" . The
result includes Theorem 4.1 of [2]. The proof utilizes two specific arguments

used in [2], namely, the representation of certain radial measures [2, Proposition

3.4] and Hardy inequalities with measure weights [10, 2, Theorem 1.1]. In

addition, nonradial techniques similar to those used in § 1.1 are required.
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Theorem 1.2a. Let 1 < p < q < oo . Suppose v £ L^R"), v > 0 a.e., vx~p' e

¿¿„.(R^O}). Suppose p £ M+(R") is radial, p({0}) = 0. Let v e Af+(0, oo)
denote the measure corresponding to p. If

A*x=sup( í     sn-x+<¡dv(s/n))      If        \t\p'vx-p'dt)       < oo
y>0 \J(0,y) J        \J\t\<l/y )

and

A*2 = s\\ol f       s"-xdu(s/n))      If       vx~p'dt)       < oo
y>0 \J(y,oc) J        \J\t\>l/y /

then there exists C* > 0 such that

m\\q,p<c*\\f\\p,v
for all f £LPV where C* can be chosen as

C* = 2%-^n-x^<1\Sn-X\xlq(p)xlq(p')xlp'(A\ + A*2).

A similar result generalizing [3, Theorem 4.1] holds in case 0 < q < p < oo ,
p>\:

Theorem 1.2b. Let 0<q<p<oo,p>\, \/r = \/q - \/p. Suppose v and
p are as in Theorem 1.2a. If

\r/q

B\=-- I    I / pn-x+*dv(p/n)\
Jr" \J{0

If        \x\p'vx-p' dx)      \y\p'v(y)x-p' dy < oo
\J\x\<\y\ J

'(0,i/|y|)

r/q'

and
\r/q

Pn-Xdv(p/7t)\

Jr" \J{

■If       vx-p'dx)      v(y)x-p'dy
\J\x\>\y\ )

i/|y|,o°)

< oo,

then there exists C* such that ||^7"||?,^ < C*||/||Pi„ for all f £ Lpv .

2. Approximations of &f

Since L™ is dense in Lpv whenever v £ L/oc, we can deduce the following

pointwise and norm approximations of 9~f from Lemma 1.1.1 and Theorem

1.1a' (respectively Theorem 1.2a).

Corollary 2.1. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1.1a' (respectively Theorem

1.2a) are satisfied. Then, for each fixed f £ L£(R"),

(i) Pf(y) = \imm(fm(y)- fm(0)) for every y£R»;

(ii) &~f = Ximm(fm - fm(0)) in the Ll norm (respectively the Lp\ norm)

whenever fm £ Lf> is an approximating sequence of f in the Lf, norm.

Similar properties hold in the case 0 < q < p < oo , p > 1 if the assumptions

of Theorem 1.1b (respectively 1.2b) are satisfied.
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In order to approximate !Ff by Fourier transforms of functions with vanish-

ing first moment, we now mention a simple proof of a density lemma regarding

the subspace L™0(Rn) of Lp(Rn), where v £ L^R"), v > 0 a.e. Analogous

theorems were previously established in [2] with a different method of proof,

for the moment subspace

MQ(n) n Lp(R"),        M0(n) = If £ Lx(Rn): j f dx = oj ,

under the stronger hypothesis, v £ Lr(Rn) form some r > 1 (see [2, Theorems

2.2, 4.2]).

Note. After we wrote the following lemma, John J. Benedetto informed us that

J. Garcia-Cuerva, C. Heil, S. Saeki independently observed that the L[oc con-

dition, r > 1, in [2] could be replaced by the condition v £ L/oc. S. Saeki also

showed him a proof of the density result which was very much like ours.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose 1 < p < oo, v £ L110C(R"), v > 0 a.e.

(i) If he (L£(R"))' annihilates L™0(Rn), then h is a constant function.

(ii) L™0(Rn) = Lp(Rn) or Lp(Rn)cLx(R").

(iii) If vl~p' i Lx(Rn), then L~0(R") = Lp(Rn).

Proof, (i) Suppose h £ (Lp(Rn))' i.e., h £ Lp^_p,(Rn). Since v £ Lxoc(R"),

v > 0 a.e., it follows from Holder's inequality that h £ L¡0C(Rn).

Let Z(x) = (n/\S„-i\)xix\<i(x) and ¿w(x) = (l/mn)-Ç(x/m), m > 0. Then,

/R* Çm(t - t) dt = 1 for every x £ R" and every m > 0.

Suppose f £ Lf suchthat a/ = J fdx ^0. Define fm>t = f-£,m(--x)'af.
Then, fm t T e L™0 for every m > 0 and ieR" and if h annihilates L^°0,

one has (h, /m>T) = (h, f) - af(h, £m(- - t)) = 0 for all m > 0 and t e R" .
Thus,

(h,f) = (n/\Sn-i\)af~ f h(t)dt
m   J\t-x\<m

for all m > 0, reí". Since h £ L^R"), the right-hand side of this equality
tends to af • h(r), at each Lebesgue point t of h when m —» 0+ . Hence, for

almost every fixed x £ R" , ¡(h(t) - h(x))f(f)dt = 0 for all / £ Lc°° . This
yields h(t) — h(x) a.e. and assertion (i) follows.

(ii) and (hi) follow from (i) in the same way as in [2, proof of Theorem 2.2]:

if h(t) = k = 0, then L~0(R») = Lp(Rn). If h £ Lp^_pl(R"), h(t) = k ± 0,

then ¡\h\p'vx-p' dt = \k\p' jvx~p' dt < oo i.e., vx~p' £ LX(R"). Consequently,

J \f\ dt < oo for f £lPv . This ends the proof.
In connection with assertion (hi) of the above lemma, we give now a criterion

for the validity of condition vx~p' £ L'(R"). This is an «-dimensional gen-

eralization, with a different proof, of [2, Proposition 2.6] (see also [7, Theorem

6.19] for related one-dimensional results).

Proposition 2.3. Suppose 1 < p < oo, v £ L¡ (Rn), v > 0 a.e. If
JlocV

lim —I f      v(t)dt) =0,

then vx-p' i LX(R").
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Proof. Suppose vx~p' £ Lx(Rn). Then, for every m > 1,

fcil = ± f       dx< — ([       v(t)dt)   " . \\vx-p'\\\lp'.

Since the left side is a strictly positive constant, the result follows.

Combining the above density lemma with Lemma 1.1.1 and Theorem 1.1a'

(respectively Theorem 1.2a) we now obtain

Theorem 2.4. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1.1a' (respectively Theorem

1.2a) are satisfied. Assume moreover that vx~p is not locally integrable in a

neighborhood of the origin. Then, for each fixed f £ L£(R") and any sequence

fm £ 7£°0(R") approximating f in the Lpv norm,

(i) ¿f(y) = lim„ fm(y) at each y £ R" ;

(ii) &~f = limm fm in the L% norm (respectively, the Lqß norm).

Similar results hold in the case 0 < q < p < oo , p > 1 if the assumptions

of Theorem 1.1b (respectively 1.2b) are satisfied together with the additional
condition v <£ Lx(Rn).

Note. Assertion (ii) above in particular means that Sr: Lpv —► Ll (respectively

Lft) is the bounded extension of the Fourier operator / —► / initially defined

<ml£0.

After we wrote the results of this section, J. Benedetto informed us that

J. Lakey independently observed that !F was the bounded extension of / —►

/: Mo(n)r\Lpv -* Lp\ in the case of the Lpv spaces considered in [2]. J. Benedetto

and J. Lakey have also obtained results on the extension problem in terms of

Wiener amalgam spaces.

3.  AN   «-DIMENSIONAL COUNTEREXAMPLE

In Theorem 3.1 below, we show that the inequality ||/||9>/i < C\\ f\\p,v fails

when v(x) — Ixl"^-1'. To this end, we construct a counterexample which

generalizes a one-dimensional counterexample of [8] to the case of measure

weights in R" , « > 2.

Theorem 3.1. Let «>1, 0<c7<oo, l<p<oo. Suppose p £ M+(R"), p

not identically zero on R" , p({0}) = 0. Then, there does not exist a constant

C > 0 such that

(3.1) (7  \f(y)\qdp(y))   " <c(l  \f(x)\>\x\»lP-Vdx\
\Jr" / \Jr" J

holds for all f £ L™0(Rn).

Proof. For A > 1, define

FffW = ü^r^('/^.i)(lxl) - X(i,N)(\x\)} .
\x\

As it can easily be seen, FN £ L^°0 and

Up
(3.2) (J ^\FN(x)\p\x\n(P-xUx^j      =(2|5„_1|lnA) Up
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In order to minorize \Fff(y)\, note that

e-2inyt

761

\FN(y)\
/J\IN<\t

dt
IN<\t\<\

f — H    f
J\/N<\t\<\   lrl"       J\IN<\t

W Jk\,\<n    \t\n

e-2inyt _ j

/AT<|r|<l \t\"
dt- I

-2inyt

\<\t\<N      W
dt

= \\SH-i\mN + AN(y)-BN(y)\

>\Sn-X\\nN -\AN(y)\-\BN(y)\,

where

(3.3) \AN(y)\<2n\y\f ¡-¿¡ < 2n\y\ • \Sn-i\.
Jl/N<\t\<l \l\

Noting y = \y\Q, 0 £ Sn-X, we can write

BN(y) = BN(\y\6)= f    f     e-2inp^'e dan.x(w) ^ ,
J\   Js„_x P

where the inner integral is equal to

|S„_2| /  <r2/lv|}'|oosa(sma),I-2i/a

Jo

c+i
(3.4) =\S„-2\        e-2inPM'(l-t2){n-^'2dt

= 2|S„_2| / cos(27ip\y\t)-(l-t2){"-3)/2dt.
Jo

In the case « = 2, this equality is true with |S0| = 2 .

Let y/n(t) = /0'(1 - u2)("_3)/2 du. This function is continuous and increas-

ing on [0, 1] for all « > 2. Moreover, 2\Sn-2\\j/n(\) = |S„_i|, « > 2. By
integrating by parts, we see that the integral in the right side of (3.4) is equal to

cos(2np\y\)-y/n(\) + 2np\y\ \   sin(2np\y\t)y/n(t)dt.
Jo

Consequently, since

2n\y\
rN    /•!

<

/     /   sin(2np\y\t)y/n(t)dtdp

2 / (Wn(t)/t)dt<oo
Jo

and

i

ZOS(2%p\y\) dp
sin(2n\y\N)     sin(2n\y\)

2it\y\N 2n\y\

+
i*\v\ .A

N *m(2xp\y\)
dp

<
1 1- -

2n\y\ \N+   +       NJ     n\y\'
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we obtain \BN(y)\ < \Sn-i\(l/n\y\ + kn), where kn is a constant depending only

on «.

From (3.3) and the above estimate, it follows that

(3.5) \FN(y)\ > \SH-i\ fin A- 2n\y\ - -\- _fc„

Since p({0}) = 0 and p is not identically zero on R", there exists a, b,

0<a<b<oc such that ¡a<M<b dp(y) ± 0.

Choosing A0 = A0(a, b) such that \ In Ao > 2nb + \/na + k„, we see that

for a < \y\ < b, the inequality

\FN(y)\ >\Sn.i\(lnN -2n\y\- ^-k^j >\SH.i\^f

holds for all A > A0. Since p £ M+(R"), this yields

^ljFN(y)\"dp(y)^j   ">(^\S„-i\mNJn     ̂  dp(y)J

for all A > Ao . If the Fourier inequality (3.1) were true, it would follow from

(3.2) that

0< ( / dp(y))     (InN)x'p' < const.
\Ja<\y\<b J

which is impossible when p > 1 . This ends the proof.

In the important case where p is the restriction of <r„_i to the unit sphere

S„-i of R" , Theorem 3.1 yields:

Corollary 3.2. Letn>l,0<q<oo, 1 < p < oo, v(x) = (xl"^"1'. Then, no

spherical restriction property ||/||lí(s„_,) < C||/||p,„ with C constant, can hold

for all f£L?0.

Note also the following variant of Theorem 3.1 where the measure p is

Jloc(
replaced by a nonnegative function u £ L¡ (Rn\{0})

Theorem 3.1'. Letn>l,0<q<oc, 1 < p < oo . Suppose u £ L],oc(R"\{0}),

u is nonnegative and not almost everywhere equal to zero. Assume v(x) =

|x|i(/7-i) Then, there does not exist C > 0 such that \\f\\q u < C\\f\\p „ holds

for all f £ L~0.

4. Weighted restriction properties for y/

4.1.   Denote by S„-X(p) the sphere of radius p > 0 centered at the origin in

R" and by pp the restriction of <t„_i to Sn-X(p). Note also S = S„-i(l).
In what follows, we establish estimates of the form

(4.1) ( / \&f(y)\qdon-i\     <L(p,v)-\\f\\PtV,
(/, áp)

where v  is a possibly nonradial weight,   1 </7<oo,  0<<7<oo.   Our

method of proof differs from that of [2]. In the latter paper, spherical restriction
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properties for / are obtained by applying some previously established Fourier

inequalities to the particular measure pp . Here, we derive inequalities of type
(4.1 ) by integrating the pointwise estimate of ¿?f(y) furnished by Lemma 1.1.1.

This method leads to a larger range for p, q and a sharper constant L(p, v).

Theorem 4.1. Let 1 < p < oo,  0 < <? < oo, and v £ L^R"),  v > 0 a.e.

Suppose \t\P'vx-P' £ L^R") and vx~p' £ Lx(Bca) for some a>0. Then,

(i) for each p > 0,

(4.2) (/ \9rf(y)\« don-i\      < \S\X "> p("-X)">K(p, v)\\f\\p,v
\Jsn-x(p) J

for all f £LPV , where K(p, v) is defined by ( 1.6).

(ii) for each p > 0 and each fixed f £ Lpv , &f = limm(/m - /m(0)) in the

pointwise sense everywhere and in the Lq(Sn-X(p)) norm, whenever fm £ L%°

is an approximating sequence of f in the Lp norm.

Remark. In the particular case of radial weights, the constant in (i) is sharper

than the analogous one in [2, Theorem 5.3]. Theorem 4.1 also includes [3,
Theorem 4.2].

Proof, (i) By Lemma 1.1.1, \Ff(y)\ < \\f\\p,v • 2Ka(\y\, v) for all y £ Rn and
every a > 0, where

Ka(\y\,v)=l(n\y\)p' f     \t\p'vx-p'dt+ f     vx-p'dt)       .
\ J\t\<a J\t\>a )

Therefore, for each fixed p > 0, we have for any q > 0 and any a > 0,

if        \9-f(y)\" da)     <2\\f\\p<v(f        Ka(p,v)<d<r)
\Jsn-x(P) J \Js„-x(p) )

= 2\\f\\p!V((\S\p"-xô(\y\-p),Ka(\y\,v)'>))x">

= 2\\f\\p,v\S\xlqP(n-X)lqKa(p,v)

which yields (4.2).
(ii) follows from (i) and Lemma 1.1.1.

In view of the density Lemma 2.2, the preceding approximations can be

realized by Fourier transforms of functions with integral zero provided an ad-

ditional hypothesis on the weight v is satisfied. We thus obtain the following

analogue of Theorem 2.4.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Assume

moreover that vx~p' $. Lx(Rn). Then, for each fixed f £LPV , and any sequence

fm £ L£°0 approximating f in the Lpv norm,

(i) Ff(y) = lim/m(y) at every y£R";

(ii) y/ = limw/m in the Lq(Sn„x(p)) norm.

Note that (ii) in particular means that y : Lp —> Lq(S„-X(p)) is the bounded

extension of / - /: L~0 -* Lq(Sn-X(p)).

As a corollary of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following restriction property

for power weights.
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Corollary 4.3. Let 1 < p < oo, 0 < <? < oo. Suppose v(x) = \x\Pp and

n/p' < ß < (n/p') + 1. Then, for each p > 0,

(4.3) ||y/|U        <L(p,v)\\f\\p>v
Jj-lW

for ail f £LPV , where

L(p , V) = 2\S\XIP' + Xlq ■ nß-"/P'p(n-l)/q-n/P'+ß

x [(n+p' - ßp')-x + (ßp1 - nyx]xl»'.

Proof. Using Remark 1.1.2, we see that the constant K(p, v) in Theorem 4.1

is

i ; i Up'/•i/np /-oo '

(np)"' /       rn-x+P'-ßp' dr+ /      rn-x-ßp' dr
JO Jl/np

when v(x) = \x\ßp . The result follows.

Remark 4.4. In the above corollary, the lower bound ß - n/p' of the range of

ß is excluded. This value corresponds to the weight v(x) = |x|"^_1) which

is precisely the one for which we proved that no restriction property can hold

for all / £ L£°0 (cf. Corollary 3.2). Further comparisons between restriction

properties are discussed in the next subsection.

4.2. Comparison of circle restriction properties in the power weight case. Sup-

pose « = 2. We wish to compare Corollary 4.3 above with the circle restriction

property contained in [5, Corollary 2]. To that purpose, we remark the following

particular facts:

A. In [5], estimates of the form

(4.4) \\f\\LHSx(P))<C-px'q-2/P'+ß\\f\\p,Vl

are proved for each p > 0, under the assumptions that (p, q) belongs to a

certain range E and vx — \x\ßp with 0 < ßo(p, q) < ß < 2/p'. (For the

explicit definition of E and ßo(p, q), see [5, Corollary 2].)

In fact, (4.4) is initially proved on a dense subspace of simple functions

which includes L%° . The inequality is then extended to the whole of LpVx by a

norm limit process in which / is defined by Cauchy sequences in the Lq(Sx (p))

norm.

Note also that the classical restriction theorem of Zygmund [ 11 ] is a particular

case of (4.4) (/? is then zero).
In order to compare (4.4) with some results of this paper, we remark that

vx(x)x~p' = \x\~Pp' is not integrable at infinity for ß < 2/p'. Lemma 2.2 thus

implies that Z£°0 is dense in LpVx . Therefore, for each p > 0 and for each

fixed f£Lpt,

(4.5) / = lim fm   in the Lq(Sx (p)) norm

for any sequence fm £ L£°0 approximating / in the Lpt norm.

Note also that Lemma 1.1.1 is not applicable to L£, and, as a consequence,

we do not have any general conclusion as regards the pointwise everywhere

existence of 3rf(y) when / e LpVx\(Lx n LpVi).

K(p,v) = 2\S\x'pl
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B. On the other hand, Corollary 4.3 in particular implies that under the assump-

tions « = 2, l<p<oo,0<c7<oo, v2(x) = \x\ßp , and 2/p' < ß < 2/p' + 1,
the following estimate holds for each p > 0 and for all functions in Lf :

(4.6) ll/-/(0)|U,(sl(,)) < cpx'q-yp,+ß\\f\\p,Vl.

C. As a consequence of A and B, estimates (4.4) and (4.6) both hold on the

common moment subspace L£°0 of Lp: and LpVl. The function in the left side

is then the classical Fourier transform / in both inequalities.

When / e L%°\L™0, these estimates also hold but the function in the left

side is either / or / - f(0) according as ß < 2/p' or ß > 2/p'. A fortiori,

the bounded extensions of f —> f: L£°0 —> Lq(Sx(p)) to the respective domains

L%x, Lp2 differ accordingly. When ß < 2/p', the extension is defined by (4.5).
When ß > 2/p', Proposition 4.2 shows that the bounded extension is y/.

D. Remark C naturally raises the question of knowing what happens when

n = 2, ß = 2/p'. This question is answered in §3. In fact, Corollary 3.2

in particular implies that for « = 2, (p, q) £ E, ß — 2/p', neither (4.4) nor

(4.6) can hold for all f £ L™ .

5. Further conditions for the boundedness of y

Using the pointwise estimate of Srf(y) given by Lemma 1.1.1, we easily

obtain the following general sufficient condition in order that y be bounded

from LPV into L% .

Theorem 5.1. Let 1 < p < oo, 0<<7<oo, v £ L¡0C(R"), v > 0 a.e. As-

sume \t\p'vx~p' £ L/^R"), vx~p' £ Lx(Bca) for some a > 0. Suppose u is

nonnegative, u £ L/oc(R"\{0}), and

K(p,v) = 2{(np)pl f \t\p'v[-p'dt+ f vx-p'dt\      .
{ J\t\<U(np) J\t\>\l(np) J

IfD = (iunK(\y\,vru(y)dy)x/"<oo, then \\^f\\q,u < D\\f\\PiV for all f£
Lp

A similar statement holds when u is replaced by a (possibly) nonradial pos-

itive measure on R" :

Theorem 5.2. Suppose p, q, v are as in Theorem 5.1 and p £ M+(R"). If

D*=(j^K(\y\,v)qdp(y)\      <oo,

then \m\\q,p<D*\\f\\p^v for all f £ Lp .

Remark 5.3. 1. For p = pp, Theorem 5.2 reduces to Theorem 4.1. If, in

addition 1 < p < q < oo, this theorem is equivalent to Theorem 1.2 as concerns

the class of weights for which an estimate of the form Hy/I^,^ < Cst\\f\\p,v

holds. The constant in Theorem 5.2 is nevertheless sharper.

In other words, D* < oo if and only if A* < oo and A\ < oo. Moreover,

D* < C* (for the values of A\, A\, and C*, see the statement of Theorem

1.2a).
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2. For 1 < p < q < oo, Theorem 5.1 is weaker then Theorem 1.1a', that is:

(a) D < oo implies Ax < oo, ^2 < 00.

(b) There exist u, v such that Ax < 00, A2 < 00, and D = +00.

Proof, (a) We first remark that for any p, q such that 0 < <? < 00 , 1 < p < 00,

condition D < 00 implies Ax < 00, A2 < 00 . This follows from the following

majorization, for each y > 0,

Ax(y)q = [ (      \x\qu(x/n)dx) I f        \x\p'vx-p' dx)
\J\x\<y )   \J\x\<l/y j

<f      u(x/n) I \x\p' f \t\P'vx-P'dt)       dx
J\x\<y \ J\t\<i/\x\ j

<   f u(x/n)(---)qlP' dx,
Jr"

and a similar one corresponding to A2. These imply A\+ A\ < cDq , hence

assertion (a).

(b) Consider u(x) - \x\a, v(x) = |x|^. These weights satisfy Ax < 00,

A2 < 00 if -n-q < a < -n , n/p' < ß/p < 1 + «/// , and n(\/q+ \/p-\) +

a/q + ß/p = 0.
Since the last equality implies pn~xu(p)K(p ,v)q = \/p, we obtain D = +00

for the corresponding weights. This proves (b).

3. IfO<q<p<oo, p > I, Theorem 1.1b includes Theorem 5.1, i.e.,
D < 00 implies Bx < 00, B2 < 00.

Proof. Since r/q - 1 = r/p , the constant Bx of Theorem 1.1b is

Bx =  /   (/ u(x/n)\x\qdx) I f u(x/n)-\x\qdx)
JR"  \J\x\<\/\y\ )   \J\x\<ll\y\ j

•If        \x\p'vx-p'dx)      \y\p'v(y)x-P'dy.
\J\x\<\y\ )

But D < 00 implies Ax < 00 . Therefore, the second factor inside the integral

over R" is majorized by c(JlxX<M \x\p'v{-p' dx)~qrlp'p .

Since -qr/pp' + r/q' = q/p' - 1, one obtains

/R ( rp 1 <?/>'-i
I(l/p)<      s"-x+P'V(s)ds\ p"-x+p V(p)dp,

R—*+oo

where

I(t)= f s"-x+q f u(sœ/n)dads,    and    V(p)= f v(pco)x-p'do.
Jo Js Js

Integrating by parts and using again Ax < 00 , one obtains

r r ,     ,    l<?/p'
Bx<c + c' I   \y\qu(y/n)   / \x\p vx~p dx

■TR" J\x\<l/\y\

dy.
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Proceeding in the same way for estimating B2, one finally gets Bx + B2 <

cx + c2Dq , which yields assertion 3.
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